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Abstract: This tutorial aims at connecting databases and statistical relational AI (StaRAI), demonstrating how database systems can benefit from methods developed within StaRAI, e.g., for implementing efficient systems combining databases and StaRAI. Thus, the goal of this tutorial is two-fold: (i) Present an overview of methods within StaRAI. (ii) Provide a forum to members of both communities for exchanging ideas.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, a need for compact representations of large relational databases became apparent, e.g., in natural language understanding or decision making. Using inductive logic programming (ILP), one can build a model of a database, allowing for a crisp reproduction of data. Another idea is to build a so called factor graph model of data and introduce a probability distribution to reproduce data approximately. Such a model defines an intensional representation of a probabilistic database. A factor graph model uses parameterised variables similarly to the variables in ILP to compactly represent relations and objects. Grounding such a model incurs an exponential blowup and makes inference infeasible. Instead of grounding out a model, one can answer queries on the model directly and in a scalable way.

This tutorial aims at connecting databases and statistical relational AI (StaRAI), demonstrating how database systems can benefit from methods developed within StaRAI with the goal of implementing efficient systems for probabilistic inference. Thus, the goal of this tutorial is two-fold: (i) Present an overview of methods within StaRAI. (ii) Provide a forum to members of both communities for exchanging ideas.

This tutorial provides an overview of the approaches towards probabilistic relational modelling, looking at applications, semantics, and inference problems. The main part dives into algorithms developed to scale inference in probabilistic relational models, highlighting where database systems connect in our quest for efficient implementations for large data sets. Slides are available at https://www.ifis.uni-luebeck.de/index.php?id=597.
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2 Probabilistic Relational Modelling

Applications of probabilistic relational modelling range from information retrieval to predicting network attacks, often requiring some form of query answering (QA). As early as 1995, Fuhr presents Probabilistic Datalog for information retrieval [Fu95]. In 2017, Muñoz-González et al. use Bayesian networks for network analysis [Mu17]. While the range of application areas is wide, the areas have all in common that QA requires proper probabilistic reasoning which brings along scalability issues, especially under grounding semantics [Sa95]. In a complementary approach, one is interested to lift ground instances into a first-order or template representation and answer queries exploiting the first-order structure during calculations [Po03]. Lifted representations allow for modelling relations between objects under uncertainty.

Of course, there is not only the question of how to model a scenario but what semantics to link with a model. The above mentioned grounding semantics defines a discrete joint distribution based on factors. Various frameworks, such as the above mentioned Probabilistic Datalog or ProbLog [RKT07] use grounding semantics, including lifted approaches [Po03, RD06]. For continuous domains, probabilistic soft logic defines a density function using a log-linear model [BMG10]. Maximum-entropy semantics allow for partially specifying discrete joints, which are then completed uniformly [Th10].

The inference problems fall into two categories, static or dynamic, where dynamic refers to modelling a sequential or temporal process. In the static case, the inference tasks consist of (i) projection (margins), (ii) most-probable explanation (MPE), and (iii) maximum a posteriori (MAP). In the dynamic case, the inference problems are (i) filtering (present), (ii) prediction (future), (iii) hindsight (past), and (iv) MPE/MAP (temporal sequence). The main part, regarding scalability through lifting, focuses on solving static and dynamic inference tasks within the parfactor modelling framework first introduced by Poole [Po03].

3 Scalability by Lifting

Lifting for inference has lead to the development of a range of representation formalisms such as parfactor models [Po03] and Markov logic networks [RD06], lifting propositional representations, e.g., Bayesian networks, factor graphs, or Markov networks. There exist approaches for learning lifted representations, a prominent one being the colouring algorithm by Ahmadi et al. [Ah13]. Learning lifted representations is a subject deserving of a tutorial of its own. This tutorial concentrates on efficient inference algorithms for lifted representations.

Inference algorithms take a lifted representation as input and answer queries efficiently by exploiting the first-order structures in the representations. Similar to lifting propositional models, researchers have lifted algorithms that work for propositional models to work for lifted models. From a more logical inference perspective, there exist lifted versions [VMD14] of knowledge compilation [DM02] or theorem proving [GD11], all based on
weighted model counting. Approximate lifted inference include lifted versions of belief propagation [SD08, Ah13] as well as lifted sampling approaches [GD11, FV18].

From the area of probabilistic exact inference, variable elimination (VE) is a standard algorithm for answering queries on static models [ZP94]. The junction tree algorithm (JT) builds a helper structure, called a junction tree, to efficiently answer a set of queries on a static model, incorporating VE as a subroutine [LS88]. The interface algorithm (IA) uses the junction tree idea to formalise an efficient algorithm for answering a set of queries on a dynamic model [Mu02]. For each algorithm, lifted counterparts exist, allowing for runtimes no longer depending exponentially on domain sizes, i.e., number of objects in a model. Lifted VE (LVE) avoids duplicate calculations by performing a calculation once for a representative instance and then incorporating the isomorphic instances [Po03, dSBAR05, Mi08, Ta13]. The lifted junction tree algorithm (LJT) builds a lifted junction tree representation, which enables LJT to use LVE as a subroutine [BM16]. The lifted dynamic junction tree algorithm is based on IA and LJT, combining the idea behind the interface algorithm and lifted junction trees [GBM18].

In this tutorial, we take a look at the given formalisms and algorithms through examples, investigating possible links to database systems in a quest for an efficient implementation of StaRAI algorithms in database systems.
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